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Hi! It’s KC Lane!  

Thank you again for booking a gallery event. 

See TheBaltimoreMedium.com Group Gallery Mediumship Tab for current pricing, minimum and 
maximum group sizes and estimated time length based on group size and COVID info if applicable.  Or 
refer to the sales text info provided by KC Lane in advance of the booking. 

 

The gallery experience has been an amazing one for both me, and the attendees.  I love conducting the 
gallery events.   But they do require planning, as does any group event.  And I want to give you the best 
outcome after conducting over 1000 group events.   

 

Hosting Guidelines - Accordingly the hosting person agrees to:  

 

 

1. Book and have at the event at least the minimum number of guests.  I always suggest overbooking 
minimum headcount by 2 as almost always 2 ppl cancel last minute.  Remember the overall 
energy of the group is impacted by the attendees so inviting very negative or skeptical people 
will impact your entire group’s experience.  

 

2. have the guests arrive and be seated at least 10 minutes before event start time. Guests arriving 
late can quietly join in.  But they need to arrange to have someone else pay for them during fee 
collection, which occurs by me at start time. 

 

3. provide an indoor room where all guests are seated together including me, and the hostess, free 
from distractions such as animals and children, and other distractions.  Children should not be 
brought to the event.   In fairness to the guests who paid to attend, I cannot allow observers to sit 
in or be lurking nearby.   Ideally nobody else should be in the environment not participating – not 
always possible but they should at least be respectful if not participating and not be trying to 
interlope into the event please as it is distractive and I might read them and not the attendees.  
FYI I will need a sturdy chair at the head of the group ( I am 6 ft tall 215 lbs approximately fyi) and 
a small table next to the chair to set my easel and other things. I can bring both if advised in 



advance. I will have eaten and be ready to start immediately upon my arrival. I bring my own 
beverage.  

 
 

4. provide a list of the first names ONLY of the attendees to me at the time of my arrival for fee 
collection purposes only and record keeping for my business.  PLEASE DO NOT collect cash fees in 
advance.  I will collect them please upon arrival.  Otherwise it will turn into a fiasco from a quick 
simple task.  But please instruct guests to try to bring exact change if possible but I will bring 
change also.  ALL FEES MUST BE PAID IN CASH PLEASE.  I do not have time to be processing 
payment transactions for a group.  In an emergency there would be a $10 processing fee.   
Hosting person further agrees if they collect the fees from the guests prior to my arrival and the 
fees are short the headcount they will be responsible to make up the difference. PLEASE do not 
complicate this process and collect the fees.  
 
 

5. make sure the guests know where the bathroom is and to have used it if needed prior to start and 
to have tissues available.  Please inform guests they can record on airplane mode if using a cell 
phone. All cell phones need to be off on or airplane mode during the event though. I will remind.   
Some might like to have pad and pen to take notes.  I do not recall sessions.   
 
 

6. reconfirm event and let me know within 7 days of the event (sooner if you are aware) if they need 
to cancel or reschedule and confirm they have minimum headcount to proceed 7 days in advance 
of the event when I reach out. Else a non-refundable deposit will apply to rescheduling the event. 
Or your group can convert to a prepaid Zoom Video Group Event during the same date time if 
unable to meet the minimum headcount. 
 

 

 
Format. Here's the overview of My format: 
  
1. Logistics – collecting fees, phone usage, leaving the room, recording if desired, tissues etc group 
behavior expectation recap (from below) 
 
Introduction - who I am, a little about my life story and how I got to be a psychic medium, how I 
work and what to expect while I work on building the group connections From THE Other Side ‘In 
THE LINE as I call it’ 
 
Open Connection Time --no connections are guaranteed but this is where I open up to whomever 
is trying to get through from THE LINE and deliver messages.  
 
Targeted Connected Time -I will use targeted connected if needed so each attendee attempts to 
get a reading. This section is where I will go around and ask the name of the person the attendee 



is trying to reach if they did not receive a reading during Open Connection Time.   Or I use a 
technique to individually tune into the connections around the person to deliver their messages 
also in an attempt to read everyone if needed.   Sometimes I do not need to use these 2 
techniques at all.   Everyone has someone in THE LINE.  It just depends.   
 
Remember, some people might not get connections for a variety of reasons although this rarely 
happens in my years of experience in this field.  I will do my best to give each respectful guest a 
message or messages but cannot guarantee all guests messages. I do not control who comes 
though, the length of how long the loved one stays, how many come through or how talkative 
they are during the session fyi.    
 
Closing Connection  
Corporate Cause 

  



Group Behavior Expectations - I will remind also.  
 
Under no circumstances is text messaging allowed in the session area.   
 
Please ask guests to leave the area to text message.  Doing so in the gallery area is very distracting 
to me and the other guests and breaks my concentration level, which will impact the quality of 
the sessions.    
 
Please know constantly getting up and leaving the session area will also break my concentration 
and impact the experience for you and the other guests so please try to keep to an absolute 
minimum.   
 
Alcohol consumption will impact the energy of the connections (and behavior of the guests) and I 
do ask the guests wait until after the event accordingly or limit to ONE DRINK.   If there are guests 
who have consumed too much alcohol or are otherwise impaired or unruly present at the event 
and causing issues (getting up and leaving constantly, talking over me, causing too much 
distraction with yelling out comments, other disrespectful behavior).   I reserve the right to 
terminate the event and fees will not be refunded as I cannot work effectively under these 
conditions if the hosting person cannot get the group under control (which has happened one 
time sadly) within 5 minutes of the disturbance. 
 
 
In energy work, there are not any guarantees of connections but if you still think often of your 
loved one, they will come through during the session.  It is helpful to send thought to them in 
advance to let them know when the event is taking place. Also give them the date/time/location 
via your thoughts to them.   
 
I am totally convinced we hear thoughts of us from this level to the higher realm and if I had the 
time, I could give you hundreds of examples to validate this information. And remember your 
loved ones have busy lives on the next level and they need to plan to attend also.   
 
Otherwise, Relax and Enjoy! I love conducting the sessions and am looking forward to your event. 
I will confirm the headcount with you 7 also a few days out from the event.  Remember your 
session if FREE if you have enough guests show up to qualify per the current guidelines.   
 
If you need to contact me, text is the best option. 
 
 
KC Lane The Baltimore Medium (& Psychic) 410-440-5538 www.TheBaltimoreMedium.com  


